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Abstract
Feminists have called for the recogniton of unpaid work within economic accountng and practces.
Most of these discussions focus on the role women play in domestc and caring work, and yet care is
only one kind of unpaid work. Scant atenton is given to the role that women play in forming, and
maintaining informal networks and building local social capital, essental ingredients of more
localised solidarity and sharing economies. In additon, advocates of universal basic income as a
transformatve social process argue that with UBI, more tme will be available for people to spend
tme with friends and building ccommunity.. ‘his paper will expplore the intersectons of the two
fields of feminist thought t on UBI and informal community networking t to expamine their
implicatons for de-growth, or at least for a steady state future.

Postgrowth Scenarios
We cannot contnue as we are, plundering the planet beyond its capacity to renew, subjugatng
millions to lives of precarity, poverty and despair and with economies worldwide wavering on the
brink of crises and collapse. What will and should life be like in a post growth situatonn
Amalgamatng various diferent ratonales for de-growth (see for expample D.Alisa, Demario and
Kallis, 2015), we can antcipate a number of things, all linked to a re-aligned economy, not just
challenging prevailing emphasis on economic growth, but embracing feminist and ecological
economic thought. We can envisage a future that is ecologically safe with people living within
planetary boundaries (Stefen et al., 2015) with greater social equity and work for the social good
rather than merely for profit.
We can imagine that there will be less formal, paid work and consequently more tme to spend on
family and friends, leisure and on building community through partcipaton and solidarity actvites.
‘here will be a shif in social values in favour of care t care for children, those with poor health and
elders - and caring work will be shared out equitably between men and women. ‘here will more
tme spent on socially useful actvites, including food growing, low level manufacture and care of
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tools and household appliances, community events and actvitese there will be reduced energy use
and more sharing of energy intensive appliancese there will be less car use and more use of public
transport, cycling and walkinge there will be more work locally, meetng community needs. All of
these things might seem utopian, but necessary. ‘he challenges of how to move from where we are
now to where we need to get to are complexp.
‘hese post-growth imaginaries bear a remarkable similarity with some of the antcipated outcomes
of a Universal Income. Amongst the 101 reasons ‘orry (2015) gives for a citien.s or basic income
are:








there would no longer be a distncton between those receiving financial support and those
note
increased recogniton for actvites other than (well) paid employment.e
people in menial, tedious and unsatsfying jobs would not need to work in them for such
long hours t people would have a higher degree of autonomy in their lives than they do at
the moment. UBI could even kill of low paid menial jobs.
it might mean that people could choose to work fewer hours in paid employment altogether,
creatng room for more tme to be spent with family, on hobbies and pleasurable actvites
or in community actvites. It would enable non-market actvites to o ourish that, while not
materially productve, nonetheless make life meaningful and have important functons for
the wellbeing of people and communites.
the work that people do at the moment that is not paid, and is predominantly carried out by
women (caring, bringing up children, community actvism) would be recognised more and be
more socially valued. ‘here would be a paradigm shif in what (paid) work means.
the security ofered by UBI would facilitate creatvity and o expibility.

Whilst UBI is not the only policy initatve promote to deal with some of the challenges of both
recogniton and redistributon (see Kagan, 2017a,b) it is gaining tracton in many diferent politcal
circles, from right, green and lef, so is worthy of some expploraton. ‘his paper will expplore some of
the thinking around feminist critque of the economy and feminist debates over universal basic
income (UBI) to see what, if any lessons there might be for a post growth and steady state future.
Feminist critque of the economy
It is widely recognised by feminist and ecological economists that classical economy deals
inadequately with reproductve and solidarity actvites (Marcel, 2015). ‘he raising of children, the
care of the sick and elderly do not feature in economic analyses, essentally because they are not
considered to contribute to economic growth. ‘his leads to the biiarre situaton that if (mostly)
women care for pre-school children there is no recogniton of this, but if she pays someone else to
care for them, the actvity contributes to GDP. Similarly, unpaid housework does not contribute, but
paid domestc work doese visitng an elderly neighbour only counts if someone is paid to do thise
informal networking in the community only counts if a community practtoner is paid to do it, not if
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women do it in the course of their lives. Waring and others have argued this not only a mater of
how economic actvity is understood but is also a mater of how actvity is measured and accounted
for (Waring, 1989). Some progress has been made in accountng for some of the work women do
(Bjørnholt and Mackay, 2014). However, the situaton we stll have is one where the great majority
of women.s use-tme and a lot of men.s is not thought of as part of the economy and does not
reckon in economic analyses, and it is only actvity delivered through paid employment that has
social status.
Zelleke (2011) argues that the creaton of the constructs of the public sphere (Justce, rights and rule
of law) as diferent from the private sphere (love, altruism and privacy) has enabled a focus in
politcal theory (and, I would add, other arenas of discussion) to be on the first and to take litle
notce of the later. Feminists have critqued this separate sphere model for a number of reasons. As
Zelleke (2011:29) says:
“First, the idea of a private domesti sphere allows injustie to fourish within the family – iniluding
family violenie and the unequal and gendered distributon of power, labour and iniome. Seiond, the
gendered inequality of the domesti sphere neiessarily spills over into the publii sphere, where
women’s disproportonate domesti responsibilites prevent them from iompetng fairly with men for
jobs, iniome, politial power and other forms of infuenie, and ofen relegates women to providing
most of soiiety’s low paid iare as well. But the third reason is one that would hold no mater who
was primarily responsible for iare work in the domesti sphere: the primaiy in our moral
imaginatons and our soiial insttutons of the model of iompetent, ‘independent’ adults responsible
for their ends and aitons fails to reiognise the enormous amount of work that goes on in the
domesti sphere to make the publii sphere possible, and ignores the ionstraints that those who are
primarily responsible for unpaid iare ionfront when they enter the publii sphere and are unable to
leave the domesti sphere fully behind (Fraser, 1997)”.
Gender diferences in access to paid employment, the kinds of work open to them enabling them to
combine paid work with reproductve and household work, and the gender pay gap for those in paid
employment, means that women are disadvantaged economically, with female headed single parent
households being the worst of. (‘he situaton has got worse in recent years as so-called causterity.
measures have substantally worsened women.s economic situaton. Jobs have gonee public sector
(largely women.s work) jobs have been cute iero hours low paid work has increasede benefits have
been cut.) ‘hus from a feminist perspectve, there are problems of both redistributon of social and
economic resources, as well as recogniton and social status accorded to caring work. ‘wo of the
central claims for UBI are that it can help with (i) redistributon, ensuring every individual has an
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adequate maintenance income and the availability of good quality jobs are shared out more evenly,
and (ii) social status, with unpaid reproductve care and community work having a greater social
value and shared more equitably between men and women. It would seem a feminist dream tcket.
Let.s look in more detail about feminist takes on UBI.
UBI and gender
As always, there are more than one feminist perspectves. McLean (2015) sums up diferent feminist
perspectves on UBI. - Advocates have pointed to the potental for BI to correct the paid work bias of
contemporary social security systems and to increase women.s economic autonomy and power
within the household. (for expample, McKay, 2005e Zelleke, 2011). Critcs have argued that BI will do
nothing to directly challenge the gendered division of labour and may well reinforce it (Gheaus,
2008e Robeyns, 2001). As such, she suggests, the feminist debate about BI is in some ways a
microcosm of wider feminist controversies regarding how the state can recogniie the unpaid work
women largely do without reinforcing expistng inequalites, also known as Wollstonecraf.s Dilemma
(Lister, 1995). Mclean put it like this
“A fundamental and enduring ionfiit of feminist theory has been by what means women ian be
iniluded as full members of soiiety – either on the basis of a formal ‘gender-neutral’ equality as
sameness with men (whiih privileges male norms and disadvantages women to the extent that they
deviate from them) or on the basis of their diferenie from men (whiih risks entrenihing gender
essentalism)” (McLean, p.3)
As she points out (McLean, 2015), a key consequence of this is that much of the debate has centred
on the labour market-care dimension of gender inequality with three diferent approaches to policy:
(i) the sameness agenda which seeks to remove barriers to women.s partcipaton in male
dominated spaces and paterns of life (e.g equal opportunity policies)e (ii) the diference agenda
which seeks to recognise and reward women.s enttlement to engage in care work (eg maternity
leave, caregiver allowances)e (iii) the agenda that atempts to change men.s behaviour t cuniversal
caregiver.(Fraser, 1994) model, (eg paternity leave).
‘hese debates play out in the discussion of potental efects of UBI., which, it can be argued,
addresses both gender equality and gender diference standpoints t distributon and recogniton.
Advocates of gender equality suggest that UBI would enable men to reduce their tme at work and
spend more tme in caring actvites (though the two do not necessarily go together and there is no
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evidence that if men do reduce their formal work tme their caring work increases). ‘he possibility
that UBI might encourage women to move away from the formal work place is seen as a major
disadvantage to progress made on the positon of women in society and their access to power and
authority. As UBI is paid universally and unconditonally, it would provide women with their own
source of income and weaken their dependency on male cbreadwinner. partners, thereby making it
easier for them to leave abusive relatonships and be economically independent (ref).
Advocates of gender diference assert that it is a positve thing that UBI would enable men and
women to engage in diferent lifestyles Women would not face economic hardship if they did not
enter, or reduced their actvity in the labour market: indeed a UBI would recognise the tme they
spend caring for children, neighbours and elders. Evidence from some of the UBI expperiments do
suggest that women (along with students) are one group that decrease their labour partcipaton
alongside a UBI. (ref) A major advantage of UBI, it is claimed, is that it would weaken the social value
placed on formal paid employment and strengthen the value placed on unpaid forms of work
(Mulligan, 2013). Not only does BI give recogniton to unpaid work, when unconditonal, it also
provides more equitable financial resources.
[the] unionditonal nature of a basii iniome means no one has to speiialize in being a worker or a
iaregiver in order to ft the iitzenship mould or to reieive iniome support. It provides an iniome and
some basii eionomii seiurity for everyone and is neutral regarding what aitvites they engage in.
McLean, 2015 p.4
In a post growth scenario, it is desirable that all tmen and women- reduce their labour market
partcipaton, not only to share round those jobs that are available in the contexpt of job losses due to
technology, but also in order to devote more tme to food growing, care, repair and renovaton,
partcipaton in friendship and family actvites, community building and solidarity actvites
(traditonally and to diferent degrees throughout the world, women.s work outside the formal
economy). Formal labour market partcipaton in a post growth scenario will be less for all and UBI
might facilitate this. Furthermore, Mulligan, (2013: 70) shows how UBI would enable greater
reciprocal recogniton of paid and unpaid work.
The experienie of being valued as part of a iommunity, and partaking in iooperatve aitvites for
iommon goals, is ilearly essental to aihieving reiiproial reiogniton. BI takes the frst step in
aihieving this in post-modern ionditons, by removing the fnaniial barriers to self-realisaton. In
additon to ireatng the foundatons upon whiih a more symmetriial division of labour might be
built, it opens up the debate over the distorted emphasis on paid work. By undermining the strongest
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and most emotve reasons for prioritsing remunerated forms of work, BI neiessitates an overhaul
in the manner in whiih reiogniton priniiples are interpreted.
In this argument, Mulligan points to a wider set of non paid actvites, beyond household work and
care. Being part of a community and partaking of cooperatve actvites for common goals is placed
centre stage t women.s actvites (see Kagan (2017c) for an account of a recent café-type discussion
of gender issues in a viable (or post growth) economy.
Most feminist debates about UBI, however, have focused on household and family care at the
exppense of other forms of care (for the environment, for community for health and so on t see
Sabine O.hara.s (2014) suggeston that a wider constructon of ccare. could be used as an organising
ethic for feminist, contexpt-based economy) t all areas of women.s informal and un-recognised
actvity. ‘his narrow focus on the labour market-care dimension of gender inequality, whilst a
crucial topic for feminists, stands in danger of marginaliiing other aspects of gender inequality, not
only in terms of the entrety of women.s unpaid work, but also in terms of the intersectons between
gender and class and race, including issues of poverty and the internatonal nature of gender
inequality and the partcular challenges of life for women in the Global South.
Surprisingly litle discussion has been held about other informal work that women do in forming,
maintaining and developing informal networks, the social glue creatng and sustaining communites.
In a post growth world, all of these concerns will have to be addressed in order to promote a more
inclusive scenario and one that goes beyond the gendered inequality of care in the household.
In the UK, contemporary proposals by the RSA, JRF, Compass, Citiens Income ‘rust, even the Green
Party are focused in detail on how a BI would be paid for from expistng welfare and other budgets:
this is a red herring or a distracton t if Governments want to implement a UBI they will find a way of
doing so whilst retaining expistng social safety nets. Whilst debates rage about expactly how UBI
would be paid for (see Kagan 2016e ‘orry, 2016), such technicalites are the least of it. If we assume
a UBI is successfully implemented, and either because of the politcal will to end poverty or paid
working tme for all is less, because of technological changes, what will people don How will
household tasks changen How will we build community solidarity, create and do more work for local
community good and engage in socially useful leisure and craf actvitesn Who will do what and how
will social values shifn Most importantly, who currently has the resources (personal, networking,
capacity for emotonal labour) on which to buildn Well, the answer to the last queston is, of course,
women.
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Women, Informal work, community and community building
‘he roles that women play in creatng, supportng and sustaining communites across the globe vary,
but wherever we look we can see that it is women who form and nurture the informal networks that
underpin ccommunity. and communites. As Hope and ‘immel (1996: 5) say, drawing on their
exptensive partcipatory development work in diferent places, c[w]omen have been the invisible
weavers of the web of iommunity….
In the UK and in most of the core capitalist countries, community life is gendered with men and
women occupying diferent spaces and roles in partcular ways (Dominelli, 2006e Fisher, 2013e
Gilchrist, 2009) (in other places community life is also gendered, of course, but the roles occupied by
men and women vary).
In the UK, according to the most relevant ofcial survey of volunteering (which does not cover all
unpaid work by any means and notwithstanding the care that needs to be taken over volunteering
statstcs Baines and Hardill, 2008 ) women do more informal volunteering than men, and are
considerably more likely to engage in community-caring roles (including giving informal advice,
giving practcal help, sitng with and caring for others, baby sitng and childrearing). Men feature
more in formal advice giving and advocacy (NCVO, 2016). ‘his patern has been formally recorded
over a number of years. Furthermore, in terms of engagement with cultural actvites, women are
more likely to engage with libraries (which provide community meetng spaces and actvites ) and
the arts (DCMS, 2016). ‘his is important as increasingly arts actvites are used in processes of
community development (e.g Verbeij, 2013).
‘hrough the informal, unpaid work that they do, ofen linked to childcare, faith groups or to local
issues, Gilchrist (2009:98) notes that it is women’s emotonal labour [that] ireates and maintains
networks’ within community setngs. Furthermore, a great deal of the low paid work that women
do, whether it is in social care, domestc help, supermarkets and shops, or as founders and members
of tenants and residents groups (Lowndes, 2004), enables them to connect with and between
others. As the community guardian roles of post and milk deliveries, road sweeping, rubbish
collectons and so on disappear, it is women.s roles that have taken their place. ‘hey hold the
understanding of the people in a locality, their habits and interests. Of course, the category cwomen.
is intersected with class, race, (dis)ability and so on. Lister recognised this when discussing the role
of women in politcal actvism. Whilst received wisdom is that men are more politcally actve than
women, she suggests:
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The piiture that emerges from a variety of more ‘botom up’ aiiounts is that of a riih and inspiring
nexus of iitzenship-enhaniing aitvites. A number of Britsh studies have painted a vivid portrait of
working-ilass women organising around issues of daily life, ofen unsupported by men. The patern is
evident in diferent ionfguratons world-wide and among diferent groups of women. For example,
in her study of Blaik women’s organisatons, Julia Sudbury (1998) uses an expliiitly broad defniton
of politis, rooted in Blaik women aitvists’ ‘everyday theorising’, to highlight the extent and range
of their politial aitvity (Lister, 2005, 21-22)
Women, then, via issues of daily life, are crucial to the maintenance of social relatons and generate
social capital from wider family and friends, and others in the community, (in contrast to men who
are more likely to depend on their partners, even their mothers -Boneham and Sixpsmith, 2006). ‘his
is not to suggest, an essentalised noton of womanhood or female expperience, and Gilchrist (2009) is
careful to challenge any noton of such roles as being in any way inherent or cnatural.. ‘hey are
derived from the ways that family and community roles and actvites are structured and take place
within sets of cultural assumptons and exppectatons. We could say that it is, indeed, women that
generate social capital within a community (Kagan et al., 2000).
However, there are problems with the concept of social capital.
Lowndes (2000) points out that that, with its focus on community associatons, (the Putnam
approach to) the theory and practce social capital building fails to consider women.s informal
networking actvites such as those connected to the care of children t but also including those
mentoned above. ‘his leads Lister (2005) to eschew the noton of social capital in favour of
women.s informal iitzenship politis, which takes place at the interstces of private and public life.
‘hrough their actve (informal) networking they are engaged in what Joaquim, 1998 refers to as
ceveryday life citienship. (cited in Lister 2005). It is women that keep communites going, building on
networks of trust and reciprocity (Lowndes, 2004). ‘hane (2011) pointed out that in the contexpt of
austerity cuts, David Cameron.s Big Society agenda (which was designed to cempower. communites
to take direct control of services, and improve their local situatons) it would be women who would
fill the gaps lef by cuts in services.
Women-run community projects would be the ones to support local people in neede grandmothers
would step in to care for children, enabling their mothers to find unsocial-hours work. Women have
the know-how , the networks and the expperiences to maintain communites and make the Big
Society work. ‘he Big Society policy programme was short-lived, but the cuts in public services
contnues. ‘here is stll an emphasis on transforming public services to enable communites (for
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which read women) to ctake control., driven by the contnuing cuts in public services, but disguised
as enabling community say and acton. In practce what this co=-opton of community groups into
cpartnership work with public service commissioners means, is a reducton in spaces for women to
organise around women.s issues
Emejulu and Bronstein (2011:283-284 suggest
… the very proiess of ‘partnership working’, bringing together the private, publii and iommunity
seitors to fnd solutons to poverty and inequality at a neighbourhood level, seems to undermine the
projeit of radiial politis. As iommunity and development organizatons get drawn into governanie
struitures, serviie provision and teihniial approaihes to addressing poverty and exilusion, this
appears to simultaneously reduie independenie of voiie for these organizatons and the freedom of
spaies outside the state and the market for formulatng iritques and mobilizing groups for aiton.
Similarly in a wider contexpt, Wilson (2015) critcally discusses the ways in which development,
expplicitly concentrated on women and women.s work and their community building, within
neoliberal development frameworks, (a process of gender equality as smart eionomiis) actually rely
upon, exptend and deepen gendered inequalites in order to sustain and strengthen processes of
global capital accumulaton in several ways. For post growth scenarios, we need to heed the lessons
from internatonal development and the reliance on women.s informal community work when we
think about community building.
Since the Big Society, in England we have had community organising (basically community acton via
networking building) and now asset based community development t community development
building on the assets of the community (a large proporton of which is women and their networks)
with no need for additonal resources. In all of these debates, ccommunity. is most ofen thought of
in a geographical sense, and the problems of cwho should be involved or engaged is usually lef
unspecified. Whether we are talking of geographical communites or communites of interest, unless
it is an interest that afects mainly men, it is generally women at the forefront (Kagan, 2017).
Such a pivotal role for women might be seen as an opportunity for women to come into their own,
for their actvites hitherto unrecognised to be recognised and valued, which itself might become
more important as paid employment decreases.. Or there could be disproportonate stress on
women to do, to teach, to support, to engage in more emotonal labour and all the stress this
involves (Kagan, 2006) while the men do - whatn ‘here are various proxpies for knowing what they
might do. ‘ake up of paternity leave is very small in the UK and elsewhere in Europe, but where it is
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higher, men do take over some more caring, but not necessarily household chores (Haas and Hwang,
2008e Karu and ‘remblay, 2018). What men and women do in retrement, during leisure tme and
during vacatons might also help understand what gender diferences there may be with less tme
spent in paid employment t beyond this discussion.
So, at least in the short term, a postgrowth future with greater emphasis on community building,
social solidarity and the forming and maintenance of social networks (whether or not we call this
social capital) will place more onus on women. UBI may assist in freeing up tme away from paid
employment to build this future, but it is important to note that a basic income is a top down,
individualistc policy platorm, and there may be other more efectve, botom up collectve
mechanisms. ‘hey would have to be capable of addressing an economic shif away from growth, a
change in social value in favour of care and unpaid work, and redistributon of wealth. It is now up
to men to ensure they begin to understand what community building and social solidarity means in
practce, and to acquire the motvaton and the skills to share in the constructon of a post growth
future, of caring and of community building, and to avoid just another scenario of women carrying
paid employment, caring and household work and an even greater proporton of community
building (Roberts, 2010). ‘his may take some tme as it will probably involve re-socialisaton
processes, but if we do not accept deterministc, essentalist perspectves on masculinity, which
suggest some fixped noton of masculinity and men.s behaviour, consolidated in infancy, it is a task
that is possible.

Conclusion
For a post growth future it is clear we need to change the culture and social value placed on paid
employment, and (U)BI might assist with this. McFarland (2018 amongst others suggests more highly
paid or professional men could start by eschewing full tme paid employment now. Prefiguring a
post growth world and prefiguring how use tme, once UBI were introduced might be equitably
shared between men and women might be a useful stepping stone to a post growth world. ‘he
central issue linking these domains for me is the queston of whether or not (U)BI is the best way to
move towards a post growth society. Any alternatves would have to grapple with the dual issues of
recogniton and distributon t no easy task. But it cannot be lef to the women to do all the work!
Whilst we can applaud the essental feminisaton of politcs and everyday life as Barcelona En Comú
describes it (La Comuna, 2018) as we move towards a diferent way of being, this cannot rely on
women t men must play their part and, maybe make the biggest changes.
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